
Protect. Prepare. Save lives. It’s the future of critical weather 
intelligence—now, and in the future. 

BARON FORECAST  
MODELING



Forecast modeling from Baron allows organizations to more  

precisely and reliably issue forecasts and warnings, improving the 

ability to anticipate and mitigate the impacts of severe  

hydrometeorological events on their regions of responsibility. Baron 

modeling systems are provided as packaged end-to-end solutions, 

or can be fully scaled, tailored, and customized to meet end user 

requirements. Additionally, many observational datasets, including 

weather radar and river gauge sensors, can be assimilated into the 

suite of available models in real-time. This process improves their 

accuracy as a result of incorporating the data prior to initiating 

forecast runs. With Baron Forecast Modeling, organizations have 

earlier, more accurate decision guidance for conditions expected 

to impact their communities, regions and nations—helping them 

better ensure the safety of life and property during hydrometeoro-

logical or other weather-sensitive events.

What is Baron Forecast Modeling?   
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Precision results begin with high-quality data inputs. Baron Gen3 radar provides the highest-quality dual-polarimetric datasets (reflectivities,  

velocities, quantitative precipitation estimates, etc.) available on the market. This ensures best possible improvements from assimilating the 

data into the Baron NWP models, available at synoptic, regional, and convection-resolving scales (1-3km).  A wide variety of other  

meteorological data sources, if available, can also be assimilated into the Baron NWP suite, further improving forecast results. Baron’s  

“up-front” data integration package provides observational Q/A sufficient to ensure only the highest quality data is used in the NWP models. 

Implementation of the models is tailored to meet the forecast deadlines required by the customer’s operational mandates.

High-Resolution 
Numerical Weather  
Prediction 
 
 

Land Surface 
and 
Soil Model 
 
 
One or two-way coupling between the Baron Land-Surface Model (Baron Land Data Assimilation System; BLDAS) and other modeling 

components, including NWP, augments and further improves the overall results and range of modeling applications. For example, the BLDAS 

may assimilate WSR QPE on a continuous basis, and then provide improved soil temperature and moisture estimates as inputs to NWP. 

Various standalone application models (SAMS) also benefit from the BLDAS, including hydrological, agricultural, and road weather applications. 

One-way coupling is often desirable because the BLDAS can be run over large domains at higher resolution, allowing capture of radar-scale 

signatures (1km or finer). Forecasts of land surface-based hydrometeorological conditions (flash flooding, stream/river flows) utilize  

observations such as QPE up to the present time, and NWP-based QPF into the future. The Baron US implementation is operational at 1km 

resolution across the continental United States, much of southern Canada, and much of northern Mexico, using QPE at the radar scale and 

QPF from the Baron “Super-CONUS” 3km NWP model.
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Along with synoptic and local observations, the BLDAS is used to provide inputs for agricultural modeling applications, including corn and 

soybean maturation models, as well as post-maturity dry-down models. Running in ensemble mode, the crop maturation models enable 

probabilistic interpretation of maturation and optimal harvest forecast dates, allowing farmers to plan for or hedge against either early or late 

probabilities of crop maturation and harvestability. The system calculates soil moisture and temperature conditions that impact more than 90 

crops at their growing locations, including annuals and perennials.

.

Agricultural  
Applications

Air Quality 
Applications 
 
 
Updated three times a day, Baron Numerical Air Quality Prediction (NAQP) models deliver nationwide ensemble air quality forecast data at 

scalable resolutions. Three models are typically operational: MAPSIP-RT, CMAQ/CMAQ-DA and AERTRAC (wildfire and dust plume  

evolution). Others, such as WRF-Chemistry, are available. These models incorporate the most recently validated point, area, mobile and 

biogenic emissions inventories, along with observed wildfire and modeled wind-blown dust emissions. The implementation of assimilated 

MODIS satellite-derived aerosol optical depth, combined with surface observations of particulate matter, enables the CMAQ-DA model 

to deliver improvements in PM forecasts, depending on the quality of the satellite-derived estimates. Additionally, Baron has developed a 

real-time version of the US Environmental Protection Agency’s SMOKE (Sparse-Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions)  

emissions modeling system, which is used in the company’s operational forecast systems. The EPA, in contrast, does not run operational 

air quality models, but uses SMOKE in retrospective analysis applications, while the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

utilizes its own version of SMOKE in a single operational CMAQ 12km forecast system. Prior to joining Baron, the company’s scientists were 

involved in the original development of SMOKE, CMAQ and MAQSIP-RT.
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The Baron Pavement Modeling System allows organizations and drivers to analyze  

and predict road conditions at street-level. The system uses input from BLDAS,  

dual-polarization radar, and other observational data and models to provide pavement  

temperature, on-road water content (frozen or not), and driving condition estimates in  

real-time. This information can be viewed in a hands-off/onboard fashion or in an  

operations center, depending on application and data delivery method.  

Drivers or operations personnel can identify slippery, icy or frozen roads, for  

example, enabling routes around dangerous conditions, and improving road  

safety. Applications in commercial roadway shipping also result in reduced costs  

and fewer shipping delays due to inclement weather. The Baron Pavement Modeling  

System has been deployed commercially in the United States via the satellite-delivered  

XM NavWeather, an in-vehicle road weather and alerting system designed to 

heighten driver awareness and safety.

.

Road Weather  
Applications
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Flooding and Flash Flooding Applications 
 
 

Baron provides a wide range of solutions well-suited to help 

stakeholders deal with challenges arising from major hydrologic 

events. Providing high-resolution, real-time flash flood threat 

guidance, the Baron Rapid Early Flash Flood Examination  

(REFLEX) model combines local-direct runoff amounts with runoff 

routing through a grid-cell-to-grid-cell stream network.  

The network is applicable for up to six hours of upstream runoff 

that would accumulate at each target grid cell. Extreme event  

statistics are used to calibrate and estimate the level of current 

threats, using up to two hours of extrapolated radar QPF. Results 

have shown encouraging improvements when measured against 

more classic approaches. In Romania, Baron deployed four  

separate operational hydrological models, each having unique

strengths, enabling the INHGA to assess and forecast flooding  

and flash flood threats down to nationwide 100-meter  

stream-scale. One of the models, Baron’s proprietary LIS-NOAH-2 

(LN2), serves as the basis for the National Center for Atmospheric  

Research (NCAR) community WRF-Hydro System, which Baron 

also utilizes. In turn, the modeling concept developed in Romania 

was adopted and tailored to become the US National Water  

Model, showcasing the cutting-edge technology that Baron helped 

introduce. To that end, the LN2 offers additional strengths,  

including online over-bankfull flood inundation mapping on the  

native DEM, removing the need for model output post-processing 

to estimate it.

Localized River  
Flow Monitoring and  
Forecasting with  
Streamguage  
Data-Assimilation 
 



Baron partners with academic and research institutions to provide high-resolution operational coupled 

marine modeling, typically including NWP, ocean surface wave, and ocean dynamics models down to the 

100-meter harbor scale. The modeling system enables three-way interactions between all components, and 

can assimilate data from High-Frequency Surface Wave Radar and automated unmanned ocean sensor 

vehicles in addition to other, more classical observations in real-time. Please speak to a Baron sales  

representative for more information.

Coupled  
Marine Modeling
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With Baron, you will have reliable, uninterrupted service of quality-assured data. Additionally, a 24/7 operations center  

is available as a dependable source for any questions or assistance. Our systems and integration services help you  

distribute critical weather intelligence across every level of your organization.  Because better information means  

better decision-making. And saving lives is everything.
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